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Episode 137: "Stand Off at A45B Part 2: Jumping Into The Fire": The USS Luna is continuing their course to Luna.  A few bits of new information have come out: the USS Luna was specifically asked for, Jacob is a strong telepath and a possible changeling.  The Luna nemesis seems to be at the root of the problem.  What has Richards done to warrant this revolt?  What is he hiding?  Why is Starfleet Intelligence hiding him on the moon?  What is Jacob's goal?
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=
XO_Jarek says:
:: On the bridge in the XO's chair looking at data about Luna A45B::
CSO_Singh says:
::Looking at Reyarc across from her in the CMO's office, she reaches up to tap her commbadge::  *XO*: Commander, could I see you for a moment in sickbay?
OPS_Qui says:
:: Takes a deep breath, moans, then tries to sit up ::
OPS_Inn says:
::At main operations, monitoring his console::
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::Flutters around the OPS Officer::  OPS: Take it easy dear...you don't want to strain anything.  ::Places a hand on her shoulder.::
CEO_Lingn says:
::pulling out the plans for the building and anything built before that could be of use::
XO_Jarek says:
*CSO*: Is it important ?
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::in the center chair going over some Intel reports::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Nods and motions for something to drink ::
Host FCO_Leadfoot says:
::Voice high::  XO: ETA to Earth is one hour....
XO_Jarek says:
FCO: Acknowledged
CSO_Singh says:
*XO*:  I believe so sir.  You will have to judge that however.
XO_Jarek says:
ACO: Captain... 1 hour to Luna, Captain
OPS_Inn says:
XO: We are within communications range, sir
CEO_Lingn says:
::maneuvers his antennae to the FCO::
Host Nurse Betty says:
<Nurse Betty> ::Singing a happy tune:: OPS: Of course dear.  ::Replicates her some water in a sippy cup and hands it to the nice lady.::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
XO: Thank you Commander
XO_Jarek says:
::Looks at the Captain::  ACO: Shall we contact them sir?
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Hail the detention center
OPS_Qui says:
:: Smiles at the nurse then takes a sip::  Nurse: Thank... you  ::Voice cracks::
XO_Jarek says:
ACO: Permission to leave the bridge sir?
CTO_Jarot says:
::on his way to the bridge::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
XO: Granted
OPS_Inn says:
ACO: Aye, sir.  :: Fingers fly over console as a channel is opened to the detention center ::
XO_Jarek says:
ACO: I will be in sickbay with Cmndr Singh sir
XO_Jarek says:
:: Raises and locks down the XO's comp. and heads for the TL::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
XO: Very well Commander, I'll call you when I need you
XO_Jarek says:
::Nods::
CSO_Singh says:
::Sighing, leans back and closes her eyes a moment.::
XO_Jarek says:
::Enters the TL:: TL Computer: Sickbay
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: A45B: This Captain MacPherson-Quest of the USS Luna
CTO_Jarot says:
::as the TL arrives on the bridge he exits it and walks onto the bridge, glancing at the bridge crew before moving to his console::
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::Big smile and she fluffs the pillows::  OPS: You are more then welcome... I promised Cmdr Lynch to look after you while he is away.  I aim to keep that promise.  Now is there anything else I can do for you?

ACTION:  Muzac blares over the load speaker - Barry Manilow's "Mandy"

OPS_Qui says:
::Looks at the overly perky nurse::  Nurse: Yes... you can release me
XO_Jarek says:
::Enters Sickbay:: CSO: Cmndr Singh!
OPS_Inn says:
::Fingers fly over his console as he tones down the music::
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: I have info on the facility's plans.  And I looked up the records for anything built there, especially forgotten subterranean passages.
CSO_Singh says:
::Seeing Commander Jarek, stands up and moves to the door::  XO: In here sir.
Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: You are making it sound like we are holding you against your will my dear.  If you can stand on your own two feet.. ::snickers::  Better yet sit up then you can go.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
OPS: What was that horrendous noise?
XO_Jarek says:
::walks to her position::

ACTION:  The music changes to Coca cabaña

OPS_Qui says:
ACO: I was going to advise you sir... I'm not getting anything but music from there
XO_Jarek says:
CSO: What is it you wish to show me ?
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::asks again:: COM: A45B: This is Capt. MacPherson-Quest of the USS Luna
OPS_Qui says:
::Sits up and looks at the nurse::  Nurse: Can I go now?
CSO_Singh says:
::Steps back to allow him in, closing the door behind him.::  XO: Please, take a seat.
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the CEO and moves over to him::  CEO: Very well... let's see a schematic...
CEO_Lingn says:
::holds his ears at the awful music praying it does not change to ancient human rock and roll::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
OPS: That was music Mr. Inn?
XO_Jarek says:
CSO: What is this about Cmndr, I have a mission to run!
CEO_Lingn says:
::pulls the plans and shows it to the CTO::

ACTION:  A lively video of Barry Manilow salsaing across the stage appears on the screen, his backup singers bouncing around the stage.

Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: Now stand...
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Mr. Inn close the channel and open one to Earth Station McKinley
OPS_Inn says:
::Calling up information on the song::  ACO: It's a 20th century singer named Barry Manilow, and the song is Mandy
CSO_Singh says:
XO: Sir, do you remember us talking once about visions and oracles?
OPS_Inn says:
::Closes the channel and opens one to Earth Station McKinley::  ACO: Channel opened sir
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
OPS: Well whatever or whomever that was didn't sound all that good
XO_Jarek says:
::Sits back and has a feeling of deja vu::
XO_Jarek says:
CSO: I do
OPS_Qui says:
:: Gently lowers herself to the floor, her knees giving way, before she catches herself on the bio bed ::
Reyarc says:
::Sits quietly watching the first officer carefully.::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: Earth Station McKinley: This is Captain MacPherson-Quest of the USS Luna
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::Chuckling she grabs the girl before she hits the floor.::
OPS_Inn says:
:: Suppresses a grin and says to self ::  Self: I agree
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: McKinley here sir.  Good to see the Luna back.  What can we do for you today?
OPS_Qui says:
:: Grins at the nurse ::  Nurse: Give me a minute.  Got my sea legs at the moment...
CSO_Singh says:
XO:  I don't know how much you know about Reyarc, but he is a Seer.  And he has recently had a vision.  We wanted to let you know about it, but I don't want it gotten around where you heard what I am going to tell you... if that makes any sense.
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: In my opinion this guy has the place locked down tight.
Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: Good thing we are not on water then.  Space legs is what you need.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Giggles at the nurse as she stretches her legs, feeling the blood come rushing back to them ::
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the schematics::  CEO: Very well...  we'll need to create ourselves some possible beam-in sites....  have you detected any weaknesses in the facility's structures so far?
Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: Now back into bed with you lovely.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: Earth Station McKinley: Thank you, but I just tried to get in touch with A45B and got nothing but music. What is the situation there, has it gotten worse?
XO_Jarek says:
CSO: Does this have to do with this mission?
OPS_Qui says:
Nurse: Oh please... I can't be there anymore.
CSO_Singh says:
::Nods for Reyarc to come forward::  XO: You might know better then I do.
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: Actually nothing has changed over the past couple days.  This Jacob fella has been waiting on you it seems.  We have a message for your eyes only sir which I'm transmitting now.  Oh unless you like Barry Manilow don't contact them.. it's all day everyday.
OPS_Qui says:
Nurse: Where did you say the doc was again?
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: Nope.
Reyarc says:
::Leans forward, addressing the man::  XO:  I had a vision not long ago.  And in this vision, I saw about 75 people, perhaps more, inside what appeared to be some kind of subterranean room.  They were dirty, hungry and very scared.  Many were crying.
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::Shrugs:: OPS: Not sure.. He ran out of here like his pants were on fire... ::ponders::  or is it ants in his pants... I can never get this human slang straight... Being the only Cardassian on the ship gives me a disadvantage in that area.
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: This place is designed to hold them in.  We may need to drill under and create us a tunnel into the place.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::wonders who or what kind of person would like..... that music:: COM: Earth Station McKinley: Thanks for the heads up and I look forward to reading that message. MacPherson-Quest out

ACTION:  An eyes only message comes across the OPS console.

CTO_Jarot says:
CEO: Possibly... or use the ship's phasers at low setting to punch through the shields and beam in our teams...
OPS_Qui says:
:: Looks at the nurse with a funny expression.  Feels her legs getting stronger and stands straight and tall ::  Nurse: Well, I'm standing now, and I'm leaving. You can tell the doc that I let myself out.
OPS_Inn says:
ACO: Sir, a code 47 message for Captain's eyes only is being received
Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: Now don't make me get rough with you dear...  ::Lizard like neck pulses::
XO_Jarek says:
Reyarc/CSO: Is that all?
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
OPS: I'll take it in the Ready Room ::gets up and goes to the RR::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Has already made it halfway across sickbay ::   Nurse: I'll take full responsibility, Nurse.  He can see me if he doesn't like it.   :: Walks through the doors and into the corridor ::
OPS_Inn says:
:: Re-routes the code 47 message to the Ready Room ::
Reyarc says:
::Sits back exasperated, working at keeping a silent tongue.::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Walks down the corridor, slowly and carefully towards a turbolift ::
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: I believe stealth is the best way for this mission.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::after getting an hot tea, Ewan sits at the desk and opens the desk com:: Self: Wonder why he just wants to see me
Host Nurse_Betty says:
Self: Tsk Tsk... and to think Cardassians are stubborn.  ::Taps her commbadge.  *XO*: Cmdr, I have a hospital break.. do you want me to lock her up, Lt Qui I mean or would you like to speak to her?  I'm sure I can have her restrained momentarily.
CSO_Singh says:
::Glances at her brother, proud of his constraint::  XO: Commander, when a Seer has a vision, there is often great import in it, whether it is information, warning or a prediction.
XO_Jarek says:
CSO: Cmndr, that is very little to go on.  It could be anywhere everywhere.  Perhaps if we melded I could better see.
Reyarc says:
::Frowns::  XO:  You wish to do what with me?
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::sits back while still looking at the message and sips from the cup::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Enters a turbolift ::  Turbolift: Deck 3
Host FCO_Leadfoot says:
::Looks around the bridge to see who is in charge and sees the blue dud and hopes its the nice and cute tactical guy.::
XO_Jarek says:
Reyarc: Mind meld.  So that I may see what you have seen
CEO_Lingn says:
::looks at Leadfoot::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Exits the turbolift and walks slowly down the hall, keeping her backside against the wall as she passes a few crewmen, who stare at her ::
Host FCO_Leadfoot says:
::Coughs:: CTO:  Hmmm Sir... ::Talks a little louder::  Sir Handso.....Jarot....
Reyarc says:
::Sits back, looking in confusion at Harm.::
XO_Jarek says:
*Nurse Betty*: Lock her up until I arrive... Do not use excessive force understood?
CSO_Singh says:
Reyarc:  It is where he joins his mind to your so that he can see what you see.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::taps his commbadge:: *XO*: I need to see you in my Ready Room in 20 minutes Commander
CTO_Jarot says:
CEO: We need to get in first to be able to exercise stealth... but since we're dealing with a powerful telepath I doubt we can get close without him noticing us...
OPS_Qui says:
:: Enters her quarters ::
XO_Jarek says:
*ACO*: Acknowledged Captain
Reyarc says:
::A look of shock passes across his face::  XO: One does not look into a Seer's mind.
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: Exactly.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Sees a pile of dog food extending from her bedroom ::  Self: What the he....???
Host Nurse_Betty says:
*XO*: If you insist, sir.  ::Walks over to the computer and types in a command:: Computer: Lock onto Lt Qui and transport her back to sickbay.  Erect a level 8 forcefield around her.  Do not drop forcefield until Cmdr Jarek authorizes it.

ACTION:  Lt Qui is transported back to sickbay under a level 8 forcefield.

CTO_Jarot says:
::glances at the FCO::  FCO: Yes ?
XO_Jarek says:
::Stands:: CSO/Reyarc: Very well, I have other matters that require my attention.  Commander thank you.  I shall take this matter under advisement.  ::turns and heads to Qui's location::
Host Nurse_Betty says:
*XO*: Escapee locked up sir.   You are the only one who can release her.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Sees she is back in sickbay ::
CSO_Singh says:
::Lifts her hand to keep Reyarc from saying anything further::  XO: Aye sir.
Host FCO_Leadfoot says:
CTO: We are at Luna... want me to achieve orbit or drive by?
OPS_Qui says:
:: Places her hands on her hips ::  Nurse: Why'd ya bring me back here!
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::taps his commbadge:: *OPS*: Contact Earth Station McKinley again and patch it through to the ready room 
XO_Jarek says:
::Walks into Nurse Betty's area:: Nurse Betty: Thank you nurse.. I will handle it from here
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: We will need to distract him.  Overwhelm his senses.
OPS_Inn says:
*ACO*: Aye sir.   :: Opens a channel to Earth station McKinley again and patches it to the ready room ::
Host Nurse_Betty says:
XO: Anything for you sir... ::Walks off::
CTO_Jarot says:
FCO: Standard orbit...  notify the Captain we've arrived please....
XO_Jarek says:
:: Walks up to the force field where Qui is being held::
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: Or use a drug on him that disables his powers.
Host FCO_Leadfood says:
CTO: Standard orbit sir.  *ACO*: Sir we are in orbit around Luna.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Stands with her head tilted a bit, a frown on her lips ::
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  CEO: For example... as you mentioned... we need a general solution here... or maybe access the environmental systems and pump anesthetize gas into the compound.
OPS_Inn says:
*ACO*: Channel opened sir
XO_Jarek says:
OPS: Explain your behavior Lt.
CSO_Singh says:
::As the door closes, she sighs::  Reyarc:  This is not your world or your people.  Commander Jarek is half Vulcan... he needs facts to work with, though I am given the impression he can acknowledge what he can not observe, which many people can not.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*FCO*: Thank you Mr. Leadfoot
Host Nurse Betty says:
::Brings out the kanar and leaves a glass beside the XO and an extra for Qui.::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::brings down the message and opens the view screen to the McKinley:: COM: McKinley: This is Captain MacPherson-Quest again
OPS_Qui says:
:: Sees the XO and stands a little more relaxed ::   XO: Sir, I'm fine and ready to report back to duty.  I was preparing to change into my uniform when I was brought back here.  The nurse said I could leave if I could sit up.  I did so without concern
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: Aye sir.. Something else I can do for you?
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: Good idea.  But we can't access them.  They are behind the security system.
OPS_Qui says:
XO: It only took a moment for the blood to get to my legs, but I am fine sir and ready to report to duty
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: McKinley: Do you have any data on this Jacob?
OPS_Qui says:
XO: By the way... do you know who put all that dog food in my bedroom?  It's simply overflowing
CEO_Lingn says:
::mutters something in Andorian::
XO_Jarek says:
Nurse Betty: Nurse what is the OPS officer's duty readiness ?
Reyarc says:
::Nods his head slowly::  CSO: I understand Harm.  ::He looks off and away for a moment as if seeing something in the distance.::
CTO_Jarot says:
CEO: Hhmm...darn it...  what about sending in another telepath... to infiltrate the compound initially and free the way for us...  if the telepath is powerful enough he should be able to block Jacobs out of his head and make him "invisible" to his senses...
Host Nurse_Betty says:
XO: She is not at 100% sir.  She did go through a trying time for a humanoid.  Its not like she is a Vulcan or Cardassian.  We are made of sterner stuff you know.
CSO_Singh says:
::Stands up and gently rubs a hand up and down his arm in comfort.::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Shifts her weight to her other leg as she awaits the XO's response ::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Looks at the nurse ::  Nurse: Get your species right, deary...
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: Good idea.  Then I can probably join you on the mission and bring down the security systems from the inside.
Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: I was being polite..  I could have said the connect the dot species.  ::Winks at her::
XO_Jarek says:
Nurse Betty: Understood, however she is tougher than she looks.  Can she return to duty physically?
OPS_Qui says:
Nurse: We Trills are made of hardy material, I'll have you know
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  CEO: Aye... and access the environmental systems and bring down everyone else in the compound without endangering them....  if we wear masks we'll be ok....
OPS_Qui says:
:: Giggles at the nurse who she is really beginning to like ::
Reyarc says:
::Coming back to his surroundings, he looks down and smiles, reaching to clasp her hand.::  CSO: Don't worry.  I think this was one of those times where information was given that was needed.  I don't see anything further.  If that helps.
Host Nurse_Betty says:
XO: Provided she listens very carefully.  Nothing strenuous... life threatening.  She needs... music... maybe... Whitney Houston...
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: Yes a sound tactical plan we have developed. but we need a backup plan if things do not go right.
XO_Jarek says:
::Snaps his head at the nurse with a stern look::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Makes a face ::  Nurse: Who in the world is Whitney Houston?
XO_Jarek says:
Nurse Betty: Can she return to active duty, yes or no?
CSO_Singh says:
::Shrugs::  Reyarc:  You go back to your studies.  I am going to take this report up to the captain and see what else I might be needed for.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Feels a draft and pulls the back of her gown closer together ::
Reyarc says:
CSO:  I think my first task is to read up on this Vulcan mind meld.
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: Not much really sir.  We know his trial was a circus.  He is a brilliant engineer who went crazy and killed some people.   They think his telepathic centers overloaded.  He is approx 7 feet tall and just as big wide.  Very muscular.  He has spent his time in prison working on weights.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Looks nonchalantly behind her, making sure no one is back there ::
XO_Jarek says:
::Notices the bare skin of the OPS officer and blushes::  ::Turns away after a quick look::
CSO_Singh says:
::Nods::  Reyarc:  You do that...  ::Reaches over to log off the doctors computer.::
Host Nurse_Betty says:
XO: Under your supervision Sir.
Reyarc says:
::Heads out of sickbay, pausing to look at the scene going on in there before turning to leave.
Host Nurse_Betty says:
XO: That means she must bunk with you to make sure the symbiont doesn't reject her again.  You up for that Sir.  ::Proud of herself because she knows the XO will not go for it.::
XO_Jarek says:
Computer: Lower force field surrounding OPS Qui.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Catches the XO ::  XO: Sir... really!
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: McKinley: An engineer? For a ship or station?
CSO_Singh says:
::PADD in hand, she heads out of sickbay.::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Glares at the nurse ::  Nurse: No way... I have Quag to worry about
CEO_Lingn says:
::looks up at the mention of engineer::
XO_Jarek says:
::Sighs:: Lt Qui: You may sleep in my quarters.. I shall sleep on the couch....
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: He worked at McKinley sir.  As a matter of fact he was one of the lead engineers for the Luna.  He knows your ship inside and out.
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods::  CEO: Backup plan will need to be a full out solution.... since at that moment in time we've already been discovered and need to act fast... with a few security teams... hit Jacob hard... and accurately...
XO_Jarek says:
Nurse Betty: No word of this to anyone... Understood?
OPS_Qui says:
:: Looks at the XO ::  XO: Sir... that's not necessary
XO_Jarek says:
OPS: Do you wish to stay here?
CSO_Singh says:
::Entering the turbolift::  Computer, bridge.
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: That is always the way Andorians plan operations.  Let's present it to the Captain.
XO_Jarek says:
Computer:  ::Hesitates::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Pouts ::  XO: What of my dog, sir?
XO_Jarek says:
::Lowers his shoulders:: OPS: Dog!
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::Yells to the orderlies::  Orderlies: Get the OPS to Cmdr Jarek's quarters!  Also pick up the dog and bring it there also.  The XO has a new roommate.  ::looks at the XO::  XO: Of course sir, not a word.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: McKinley: About his trial, how was it a circus?
XO_Jarek says:
OPS: It may come as well

ACTION:  The orderlies all begin talking amongst theirselves.

OPS_Qui says:
XO: Yes, sir.  Quag.  I asked you if you knew who put all that dog food in my bedroom.  It's spilling out into my living area
XO_Jarek says:
OPS: No Messes !
CSO_Singh says:
::Stepping onto the bridge she looks around for the captain.::
XO_Jarek says:
OPS: I do not know.  I assure you
CSO_Singh says:
::Not seeing him, she walks over to Alec::  CTO:  Good to see you hale and hearty.
OPS_Qui says:
::Looks dejected::  XO: He's a good dog, sir... no messes.  ::Glares at the Nurse::  Nurse: And you said not a word to no one... now the whole danged ship will know!
CTO_Jarot says:
CEO: Very well... let's see if he's available...   *ACO*: Jarot to MacPherson, Captain...we have an initial tactical plan worked out..... do you have a moment so we can brief you on it ?
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: It is suspected that he manipulated everyone but Major Harm was a strong prosecutor, it took him a long time but he finally got everyone to see the truth.  The Judge even broke down crying because he thought he saw his daughter die.
CEO_Lingn says:
::nods to the CSO::
OPS_Qui says:
XO: Well, I have a feeling I may know who did it... and if I'm right....   :: Voice trails off ::
CSO_Singh says:
::Returns Tral's greeting::
CTO_Jarot says:
::smiles and nods at the CSO::  CSO: Thanks Harm...
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::looks insulted::  OPS: As if!!
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: When we finish this mission, do you want to have a poker game?
CSO_Singh says:
CTO:  Anything going on that I should not interrupt the captain?
XO_Jarek says:
OPS: Do you know the way to my quarters?
OPS_Qui says:
:: Gives the nurse that "Yeah, right" look ::
XO_Jarek says:
Nurse Betty/OPS: ENOUGH!
OPS_Qui says:
XO: No sir.   :: Trying not to be uncomfortable ::
CTO_Jarot says:
::grins::  CEO: Sure thing...
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::Smiles sweetly for a Cardassian::  XO: Of course sir.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Raises and eyebrow at the XO while glancing at the Nurse hiding a smirk ::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: McKinley: Do you think his taking of the facility is justified?
CTO_Jarot says:
CSO: He's apparently in contact with McKinley Station... hope to receive a word on my comm soon... ::smiles::
XO_Jarek says:
OPS: The computer will guide you.  Report to duty when dressed and follow your medical orders to the letter.  Understood?
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: We've heard the rumors sir.. about Richards I mean, but justified... probably not.  Personally I think he is out for revenge.
CSO_Singh says:
CTO: Then best I wait.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: McKinley: Revenge against who or whom?  Also what about this Assistant Commandant, Lt Richards?
OPS_Qui says:
XO: Aye sir.  It may take me a while to report to duty, since my bedroom is full of dog food and my uniforms are in my closet, which is buried behind the dog food
XO_Jarek says:
::Turns and heads for the exit::
CSO_Singh says:
::Turns to her station and dismisses Silver:: SO: I think you have an hour before you have to record your results.
SO_Silver says:
::Smiles:: CSO: Yes and I wanted to do a few extra readings before hand.  Good timing.
XO_Jarek says:
::Enters the TL:: TL Computer: Bridge
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: I wish I knew sir.  Jacob is crazy... For all I know they may have served him porridge the day he flipped out.
OPS_Qui says:
::Looks at the nurse::  Nurse: Thanks a lot there... making me bunk with the XO.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COM: McKinley: And Lt Richards?
Host McKinley_Operations says:
COM: Luna: Bad luck?
OPS_Qui says:
Nurse: Can I have a blanket at least so I can make it to the XO's quarters without everyone staring at me?
XO_Jarek says:
::Enters the Bridge and looks for the Captain::
CSO_Singh says:
::Not watching Silver leave, she inputs her codes and begins to review the sensor logs for anything of interest.::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CTO*: Come to the Ready Room
Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: Of course deary.  ::hands her a hand towel::  Now if you go and see Nurse Tino she will give you a uniform.  We have made arrangements for someone to clean out your quarters and take Quag to the XO's.  Now you will not lift anything understood?  You don't want to risk rejection.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: McKinley: Thanks again, I'll contact you again, MacPherson-Quest out
CTO_Jarot says:
*ACO*: Aye Captain.... on our way...  ::nods at the CEO::  CEO: Let's go...  ::takes a PADD with the schematics and makes his way to the ready room::
CEO_Lingn says:
::follows the CTO with his plans of the building::
Host FCO_Leadfoot says:
CSO:  Ma'am... we have orbit.  Engines completely shut down... ::Is glad the blue guy is gone.::
CEO_Lingn says:
::straightens his uniform and looks at the FCO before he enters the ready room::
CSO_Singh says:
::Turns to Leadfoot::  FCO:  Thank you.
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*XO*: When you're ready, come to the ready room with the CTO and CEO
OPS_Qui says:
:: Looks at the nurse suspiciously ::  Nurse: You have this all planned...
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::Grins:: OPS: Of course!  I am Cardassian after all.
XO_Jarek says:
::Walks to the ready room::  ACO: Ready now sir!
OPS_Qui says:
Self: Danged Cardassians... if it's not one thing its another with you folks
CTO_Jarot says:
::nods at the XO and pushes the door chime of the ready room::
CSO_Singh says:
::Raises an eyebrow wondering when she became in charge of the bridge, glancing at the XO, then with a shrug, goes back to her scans.::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Goes to see Nurse Tino ::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
XO: Cmdr, I want you to listen with me what Cmdr Jarot and Lt Lingn came up with.  CTO/CEO: Proceed gentlemen
CEO_Lingn says:
::sets up a holographic viewer in the ready room with the schematics::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Gets a uniform from Nurse Tino and is shown a changing room ::

ACTION:  The minutes tick down to when the Capt must meet with Jacob... a messages flashes across his screen. 1 hr and 54 mins till the meeting.

OPS_Qui says:
:: Changes quickly then looks at her bare feet ::
OPS_Qui says:
Self: Well, we can't have that
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks at the screen::
CEO_Lingn says:
ALL: We believe the best course of action is to drill into the facility from underneath.
CTO_Jarot says:
::enters the ready room and takes position aside of the holographic viewer::
CSO_Singh says:
::Sits up as frowns::  *aCO*:  Sir... it is very quiet at the compound.  I am reading one life form in the area designated as the exercise yard.  He is Nausican and he is unconscious.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Leaves the changing room and looks for Nurse Betty ::
OPS_Qui says:
Nurse: What about my boots?
CSO_Singh says:
*Medical*: Prepare for a casualty, Nausican.
Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: Oh you want boots too!  I don't recall your hands being broken deary... use the replicator.  ::Grins::
CEO_Lingn says:
ALL: Introduce a telepath to block Jacob's gift and take the building from within, dropping the security systems and knocking out everyone in the facility.
CSO_Singh says:
::Prepared to have trouble locking on him, is caught off guard when she can do so, easily.::
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::taps his badge:: *CSO*: Hmmm, I don't like it when things are quiet, keep me posted
Host Nurse_Betty says:
*CSO*:  Why are we taking on dirty worms?  I don't want to infect my sickbay.
CEO_Lingn says:
CTO: Please inform them of Plan B.
XO_Jarek says:
::Shakes his head::
OPS_Qui says:
Nurse: You're the one giving orders around here... I just want to make sure I don't overstep my boundaries...   :: Grins and moves to a replicator ::
CSO_Singh says:
*Nurse*: I am not even going to touch that comment and you would be wise to not repeat it again.
Host Nurse_Betty says:
::Chuckles:: *CSO*: We are ready.
CSO_Singh says:
::Tries an experiment, trying for a lock on something else.::
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO/XO: First to elaborate on the first option... we will be pumping anesthezine through the compound's environmental system, that way knocking out everyone except our boarding party.... thing is though... we need a powerful telepath... either a full Betazoid or Vulcan would do the trick...
OPS_Qui says:
:: Gets her boots with accessories from the replicator and puts them on ::  Nurse Betty: Now...can I report to duty?
CEO_Lingn says:
::nods in agreement::
CSO_Singh says:
*aCO*:  I do not like this.  I can not read any other life forms in the area, but the one.  Nor can I get a lock on anything, but his, as if someone wants us to get him.  How would you like me to proceed?
Host Nurse_Betty says:
OPS: Now you look like an officer.  You can go on duty.
XO_Jarek says:
::Looks at the Captain then back at the 2 officers::
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO/XO: As for our back up plan....
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CSO*: Proceed to beam him to sickbay under a level 8 shield
CSO_Singh says:
*Security*: Please have a team report to sickbay.
XO_Jarek says:
::Looks at the Captain and shakes his head no::
OPS_Qui says:
:: Looks at nurse Betty with raised eyebrow ::  Nurse: Thank you... nurse... and don't think I won't talk to the doc about you
Host ACO_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looks at the XO and gives him a look of agreement::
CSO_Singh says:
*Medical*: Security is on their way.  Your patient will be beamed into a level 8 forcefield.  Please be prepared.
OPS_Qui says:
:: Leaves sickbay en route the bridge ::
CEO_Lingn says:
ALL: Stealth is our best option. For the hostages' sake.
CTO_Jarot says:
ACO/XO: If we need to go to plan B we've been exposed by Jacob....  which basically means we will need to go in full force... multiple security teams will penetrate the compound at our entrance site, carrying out the assignment of the first team in case they failed for what reason what so ever...
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=    End Mission    =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

